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Abstract

External work was utilized to measure differences between the unaffected and the affected limb in patients with unilateral peripheral arterial disease compared to healthy controls. Patients with unilateral peripheral arterial disease have shown deficits in peak joint powers during walking in the unaffected and affected legs. However, no research has detailed the amount of work that is being performed by each leg compared to healthy controls even though such an analysis would provide valuable information on the energy output from the affected and the unaffected legs. Two hypotheses were tested: a) the unaffected and affected leg would perform less work than healthy controls in a pain-free state, and b) the onset of symptomatic claudication pain would result in further changes in the external work. Results showed that during a pain-free state, both the unaffected and affected legs perform less work than the healthy controls. After onset of claudication pain, the work output by the affected limb becomes further decreased while the unaffected limb experiences changes in negative external work. These findings combined with recent evidence of decreased peak powers in both legs in unilateral peripheral arterial disease patients reflects altered pathomechanics in both limbs compared to healthy controls.
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Introduction

An inverted pendulum model has been used to describe simple human locomotion(1). In this model, the body’s center of mass moves over the stance leg before reaching the end of the stance phase when there is a period of transition to the other limb which serves as a subsequent inverted pendulum. This period of transition coincides with a push-off for the
trailing stance leg, which is performing positive work to raise the center of mass, and a collision for the leading stance leg, a time when the leading stance leg is doing negative work to further redirect the center of mass upwards \( (2, 3) \). Positive work is calculated as the integral of the power-time curve above the abscissa. It occurs when the acting force is causing the center of mass to move in a parallel direction. Negative work is calculated as the integral of the power-time curve below the abscissa. It occurs when the acting forces are parallel but opposite the direction of the movement of the center of mass.

The primary contributors to positive work during push-off are the ankle plantar flexors \( (4) \). In our laboratory, we have studied patients with peripheral arterial disease (PAD); a condition of decreased blood flow to the affected limb which results in a significant neuromyopathy. They are found to ambulate with decreased peak ankle plantar flexor powers during push-off \( (5) \) which variably worsens during peak activity and pain \( (5, 6) \).

Peripheral arterial disease is a slowly progressive, chronic disease characterized by atherosclerotic stenoses and occlusions of the arteries supplying the legs. By far, the most common clinical manifestation of symptomatic PAD is claudication. Claudication is defined as walking-induced leg muscle pain and gait dysfunction relieved by rest. When claudicating patients start walking, their leg muscles have adequate perfusion and they experience no pain. With continued walking the metabolic needs of the exercising limb rapidly increase but the blood flow required to support these needs cannot be delivered due to blockages in the arterial system. As exercise continues, the muscles become progressively more ischemic and painful forcing the patient to eventually stop walking.

In addition to the plantar flexor weakness, we have found an overall theme of decreased peak joint power throughout the lower limb \( (5, 6) \). Furthermore, we have found that patients affected unilaterally by PAD show similar peak power impairments in both the affected and unaffected limbs \( (6) \). The mechanisms through which the unaffected limb is impaired are not fully understood and thus warrant further biomechanical investigation.

The individual limbs method of calculating external work (i.e. work on the body’s center of mass) has recently been used as a means for analyzing work done to move the body through the stance phase \( (4) \). This technique has been shown to be more accurate in the estimation of external work than the previously used combined limbs method \( (3) \). The individual limbs method for calculating external work calculates the work done on the body’s center of mass by the resultant force for each leg \( (3) \). The resultant force is the ground reaction force generated through the leg. This is in contrast to the traditional combined limbs method that did not separate the ground reaction force under each leg but rather combined into a single reaction force from the two legs \( (7) \). The combined limbs method would not permit comparison between legs.

The individual limbs method was first used to examine the cost of transition between legs during locomotion, initially in healthy individuals and then recently expanded into pathological gait. For instance, Houdijk et al. \( (8) \) utilized the individual limbs method for calculating external work in amputees. Their results showed altered amounts of work through the gait cycle with no difference in absolute total work performed compared to unaffected controls \( (8) \). Although they did not study differences between the unaffected and affected leg of their amputee population, a qualitative difference in work output can be observed in their graphs between the affected and unaffected legs of their unilateral amputees \( (8) \). They noted that the increased metabolic cost of amputee gait seems to correspond well with decreased positive work at push-off and an increased negative work in early stance loading, resulting in more substantial energy loss from the system during transition between the amputated and the intact limb \( (8) \).
A decreased push-off corresponds to an increased amount of negative work at collision for the contralateral leg\(^3\). The amount of negative work during the transition between legs in the gait cycle, or the early stance loading, is associated with increased metabolic cost\(^9\). Individuals with PAD walk with increased energy expenditure and a walking economy that deteriorates with the onset of claudication pain\(^{10,11}\). Kurz et al\(^{12}\) noted that shifts in the amount of work at different stages in the stance phase may contribute to the increased energy for walking in cerebral palsy children. Performing increased work during the single support phase of gait would require more effort from the hip extensors and would be less energy efficient than if this work was performed in late stance during push-off\(^{13}\). Therefore, it is possible that a similar mechanical inefficiency is contributing to the increased metabolic cost in PAD patients.

External work calculations have an advantage over internal joint and segmental work calculations by revealing the amount of work being done on the body’s center of mass and therefore can be considered the amount of work being performed to move the person from point “A” to “B”. Thus, it gives a holistic measurement of the individual’s mechanical energy expenditure to get from point “A” to “B”. In the case of a unilaterally affected PAD patient, it can reveal how much mechanical work is being performed by the affected limb and unaffected limb during locomotion and was thus utilized for this study. In addition to PAD limbs, external work was calculated for healthy controls to use as an optimal reference point to compare the amount of work throughout different parts of the stance phase. Finally, in order to further understand the changes that occur with the onset of intermittent claudication, patients were tested in both a pain-free state and a pain state. Two hypotheses were tested: 1) positive and negative work of the affected limb, unaffected limb, and healthy control are different during the pain-free state, and 2) the onset of claudication pain results in further changes in work output of the unaffected limb and affected limb compared to the healthy control.

**Methods**

**Subjects**

Sixteen subjects (Table 1) diagnosed with unilateral symptomatic PAD were recruited through the clinics at the Nebraska Western Iowa Veterans Affairs Medical Center and the University of Nebraska Medical Center. In addition, 16 healthy individuals were selected for comparison. PAD patients and healthy controls were screened by a board-certified vascular surgeon. Screening evaluations included resting Ankle-brachial index measurements; levels below 0.9 were necessary for inclusion as a PAD subject. Ankle-brachial index is the ratio of systolic blood pressure at the dorsal pedis and posterior tibialis arteries over the systolic pressure in the brachial artery. Detailed history, physical examination, and visual observation and assessment of walking impairment were also performed. Those subjects with any cardiac, pulmonary, neuromuscular, or musculoskeletal conditions affecting gait were excluded. Subjects also experiencing any pain during ambulation other than claudication were also excluded. No PAD patient had a history of previous revascularization. Control subjects underwent similar screening to the PAD patients. All subjects signed informed consent forms consistent with guidelines set forth by the Institutional Review Boards at the respective medical centers.

**Experimental Design and Procedures**

For data collections, subjects presented to the laboratory and wore a tight fitting spandex uniform and athletic shoes. Retroreflective markers were placed at the sacrum, heel, and top of the second metatarsal phalangeal joint. All PAD patients were initially tested in a pain-free state. Three dimensional marker positions were recorded with an 8-camera motion capture system.
capture system (Motion Analysis, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) sampling at 60 Hz. PAD subjects were tested bilaterally with the order of affected limb (AL) and unaffected limb (UL) randomized. Subjects walked across a 10 meter walkway with an embedded force platform (Kistler Instruments, Winterthur, Switzerland) for five successful trials for each leg. A successful trial was defined as one in which only the leg of interest contacted the force platform and landed entirely within the perimeter of the force platform. Three dimensional ground reaction forces were collected at 600 Hz while subjects walked at a self-selected speed. During the pain-free testing, PAD subjects were required to take a one minute rest between trials to prevent the onset of claudication pain.

Following collection of the AL and UL in a pain-free state, subjects then walked back and forth 15.25 meters continuously in a hallway until the onset of claudication. After patients reported the onset of claudication pain, patients returned for the walking trials in the pain state. Similar procedures were performed except no rest periods were allowed from the moment the patient finished walking in the hallway to the end of the final trial. This was collected as the pain state. For all trials, patients walked at a self-selected speed.

Healthy controls performed the same collection procedure however no trials were performed in the pain state. Healthy controls walked at a self-selected speed as well. The calculation of external work is dependent on velocity of the center of mass, which when averaged over time is the average walking speed for an individual. This limitation makes it necessary to have subjects ambulating at similar self-selected walking speeds. In order to accomplish this, we selected 16 healthy controls with a similar self-selected walking velocity as our 16 unilateral PAD patients. Controls were selected from our database used with our two most recent studies examining PAD gait that utilized the same procedures for the healthy controls with the exception of more retroreflective markers\(^5,6\). Accordingly, only the sacral, heel, and second matatarsal phalangeal markers were utilized for this study. The right legs of the sixteen healthy controls with the closest matching velocities were used for analyses.

### Data Analysis

External work was calculated as the integral of the dot product of the three dimensional ground reaction force of the limb during stance phase in contact with the force platform and the three dimensional velocity of the body’s center of mass.

The vertical ground reaction force was utilized to determine stance phase at a threshold above 10 Newtons. Stance phase was divided into three separate periods\(^14\): initial double support, single support, and terminal double support. Initial double support coincided with the time that the foot came in contact with the force platform while the contralateral limb was still in contact with the floor. During this time the foot is the lead leg and experiences early stance loading resulting in negative work. During single support, the contralateral limb is in swing phase. The terminal double support was the period when the foot was still in contact with the ground and the contralateral foot came into contact with the ground. The leg is now the trailing leg and performing push-off, resulting in a large burst of positive work. These time periods within the stance phase were determined through heel and toe marker kinematic data using techniques described by O’Connor et al.\(^15\). The O’Connor et al.\(^15\) algorithm has been calculated with absolute error rates of 7 ± 6 ms for detecting heel strike and 23 ± 10 ms for toe-off. The velocity of the body’s center of mass was estimated as the derivative of the sacral marker position. It has been shown that the motion of the sacral marker can serve as an accurate estimate for the body’s center of mass in individuals ambulating at speeds below 1.4 m/s\(^16\), which was true for all of our subjects.

For each leg, the periods of initial double support, single support, and terminal double support were analyzed for positive and negative work. In addition, total positive and
negative work over the entire stance phase were compared for each leg. Work was normalized to each individual’s body mass\textsuperscript{17}. All calculations and normalizations were done through custom software in Matlab (Matlab 2009, Mathworks Inc., Concord, MA, USA).

**Statistical Analysis**

Significant differences for the pain-free and pain states were tested through separate one-way ANOVAs. First comparisons were made for the pain-free state between the AL, UL, and healthy control legs for the following dependent variables: positive work initial double support (PWDS\textsubscript{1}), negative work initial double support (NWDS\textsubscript{1}), positive work single support (PWSS), negative work single support (NWSS), positive work terminal double support (PWDS\textsubscript{2}), negative work terminal double support (NWDS\textsubscript{2}), total positive work (TotPW), and total negative work (TotNW). The AL, UL, and healthy control legs were then compared for differences in the pain state for the same dependent variables. Tukey post-hoc analyses were utilized for any significant differences. Dependent t-tests were utilized to test for differences in work output by each limb from the pain-free to the pain state. Demographics were compared through independent t-tests between the healthy controls and the PAD patients. A separate ANOVA was used to verify similarity in gait velocity. Significance was set at the 0.05 level.

**Results**

Only age was significantly different between groups (Table 1). The healthy controls were slightly younger than the PAD patients. Statistical tests confirmed walking velocity was similar for all conditions (healthy controls, PAD pain-free, and PAD pain).

The mean ensemble curves present a descriptive picture of the work output during stance phase for the AL and UL compared to the healthy controls (Figure 1). For the pain-free state, the AL and UL perform significantly less positive work during the terminal double support period (i.e. push-off) compared to the healthy control (Table 2, Figure 2). The AL performs significantly less total positive work than the healthy control during the entire stance phase (Table 2, Figure 2). The difference between the total positive work of the UL and healthy controls did not reach statistical significance.

For the pain state notable changes occur. During the terminal double support, the AL performs significantly less positive work compared to the healthy control (Table 2, Figure 2). The AL does more negative work during the terminal double support compared to healthy controls (Table 2, Figure 2). The AL still performs significantly less total positive work during the entire stance phase than the healthy control (Table 2, Figure 2).

For the unaffected limb, the increased amount of negative work in the initial double support following onset of claudication pain was significant (Table 2, Figure 2). The amount of negative work over the entire stance phase also significantly increased (Table 2, Figure 2).

For the affected limb, the decreased amount of negative work in single support following onset of claudication pain was significant (Table 2, Figure 2). The increased amount of positive work in terminal double support was also significant (Table 2, Figure 2).

**Discussion**

This study is the first to investigate the total work of ambulation during stance phase for patients with limbs both affected and unaffected by peripheral arterial disease. PAD is a manifestation of atherosclerosis affecting the arteries supplying the lower extremities with a
result of limited blood flow to the leg musculature. Our group has been able to identify patients with unilateral PAD and to evaluate them with advanced biomechanical analysis. Our laboratory has recently shown that unilateral PAD patients produce decreased peak joint powers not only in the affected limb but also the unaffected limb\(^6\). These decreased peak joint powers further decrease with the onset of intermittent claudication. We sought to determine whether the altered peak joint powers in the unaffected and affected limbs are leading to changes in external work in PAD patients. Specifically, we utilized the individual limbs method for calculating the external work that is expended by the affected limb and the unaffected limb in PAD and compared this to healthy controls walking at similar self-selected speed. We hypothesized that the unaffected limb and affected limb would exhibit reduced amounts of external work compared to healthy controls in the pain-free state and that the onset of claudication pain would generate further alterations.

Our first hypothesis was supported. In the pain-free state, we found that the unaffected limb and affected limb were both underperforming compared to the healthy controls during the terminal double support when the limb is generating power and producing positive work for push-off. Interestingly though, it was only the affected limb that performed less positive work for the entire stance phase. Although there were no statistical differences between the affected limb and unaffected limb, the comparisons with the healthy controls indicate that the unaffected limb is contributing more energy to the maintenance of locomotion than the affected limb. Compromised performance by both affected and unaffected limbs during pain-free ambulation seems to highlight previously demonstrated myopathic changes in the skeletal muscles in both limbs\(^{18}\) of patients with unilateral PAD. Specifically, Bhat et al.\(^{18}\) reported mitochondrial damage was present in both the affected and unaffected limbs of patients with unilateral PAD. Although the damage was appreciably lower in the unaffected limb compared to the affected one, both limbs had evidence of significantly higher damage than controls.

When the level of exertion had reached such a point that the individual began to suffer from ischemic pain, we noted increased asymmetry in external work in support of our second hypothesis. In the pain state, the affected limb exhibits a decreased magnitude of negative work in single support and less positive work in terminal double support during push-off. To compensate for this the unaffected limb increases positive work in terminal double support to enhance push-off energy. From a mechanical perspective, it is energetically more economical for decreased force production to be maintained over increased time\(^9\). This may indicate that the decreased peak joint powers within the unaffected limb found in Koutakis et al.\(^6\) are partially an adaptation to balance work and minimize energetics.

The finding of decreased external work at various points in the gait cycle from both the affected and unaffected limbs seems to coincide well with previous biomechanical findings of decreased peak joint power output in both limbs of unilaterally affected PAD patients compared to healthy controls\(^6\). In our study, increased physical activity leads to exercise-induced ischemia and increasing workload and they in return produce progressively worsening ischemic muscle pain and restriction of the lower extremity bioenergetics. The affected limb, already malperforming during pain-free walking due to myopathy\(^{19,20}\), decreased its work output in the pain-induced condition due to exercise-induced ischemia (blockages in the arteries supplying the affected limb) and increasing workload. The unaffected limb, although malperforming during pain-free walking, does not experience the same decreased work output as the affected limb first because its myopathy is milder than the one of the affected limb\(^{18}\) and second because it does not have exercise-induced ischemia (there are no blockages in the arteries supplying the unaffected limb). The unaffected limb, therefore, is able to increase its work performance and compensate for the affected limb but never reaches the levels of work output seen with control limbs. This is
likely due to its endogenous myopathy and the biomechanics of compensation for a contralateral affected limb. The only significant difference in external work for the unaffected limb from the pain-free to pain states is the negative work during initial double support leading to an increased total amount of negative work through stance phase (Table 2). However, importantly, the initial double support of the unaffected limb is also the terminal double support of the affected limb which has been reported as highly coupled (3). Thus an increased amount of negative work in initial double support for the unaffected limb likely occurs as a byproduct of the decreased positive work during terminal double support from the affected leg in the pain state. A finding consistent with our previous studies (5, 6, 21).

While external work calculation has the distinct advantage of giving an overall performance measure for locomotion, our study does have limitations. First, external work does not account for which muscle groups are performing the work. Although studies have reported the ankle plantar flexors are primarily active and responsible for generating push-off (2–4, 13, 22–26), in a diseased state such as PAD the plantar flexors may not be accountable for a similar percentage of work as established in healthy populations. As such, we do not know the distribution of work within the joints of the lower limbs, thus making it difficult to target exercise or strength rehabilitation towards a single muscle or joint. However, considering the results from our previous studies strongly indicating decreased performance from the ankle plantar flexors (5, 6, 21, 27, 28), the plantar flexors should be considered a major cause behind the decreased positive work by the affected limb during push-off as well as overall for the entire stance phase. Second, the individual limbs method for calculating external work was initially used for comparing the transition between steps (9). This requires capture of the trailing leg and leading leg in the same trial through multiple force platforms. Our study used a single force platform, which can measure work by the limb in contact with the force platform, but it cannot assess the transition period between limbs. However, the purpose of our study was to assess the performance of each limb through the stance phase rather than the transition between legs and thus it served to effectively quantify this. The limitation of a single force platform also required the use of kinematic data for detection of heel strike and toe-off in order to divide stance into the three phases which is not as accurate as force platform data. Finally, PAD patients were assessed in a pain state after they informed the investigator that they had begun feeling claudication pain. Future work should implement a pain scale to relate levels of pain with external work.

In summary, through detailed calculations of external work during walking in patients with unilateral PAD, we have shown that the unaffected limb and affected limb are both performing at a reduced capacity compared to healthy controls. Furthermore, these results suggest that with the onset of claudication, there is a further increase in the impairment of the affected limb secondary to limited blood flow in the setting of increased metabolic need. This reduction in external work is not seen in the unaffected limb. Further studies will be needed in order to determine if successful restoration of blood flow to the affected limb will improve the mechanics of both limbs and to what extent the deficits identified are reversible.
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Figure 1.
Mean ensemble curves for external work (integral of power-time plot). Plots have been normalized to 100% stance phase. Power is normalized to body mass. Vertical dashed lines denote average timing for end of initial double support and beginning of terminal double support. In the pain state, the unaffected leg is doing more work throughout the stance phase as the affected leg takes on less work.
PWDS1, positive work initial double support; NWDS1, negative work initial double support; PWSS, positive work single support; NWSS, negative work single support; PWDS2, positive work terminal double support; NWDS2, negative work terminal double support; TotPW, total positive work through entire stance; TotNW, total negative work through entire stance.
Initial double support corresponds to early stance loading for lead leg. Terminal double support corresponds to push-off for trailing leg.
Figure 2.
Average external work by the peripheral arterial disease patients’ unaffected and affected legs during pain-free and pain walking as well as the healthy controls’ legs normalized to body mass. Primary differences occurred with the positive work output in terminal double support for both the unaffected and affected limbs. The onset of pain led to further decreased work output for the affected limb.
UL, unaffected limb; AL, affected limb; PWDS1, positive work initial double support; NWDS1, negative work initial double support; PWSS, positive work single support; NWSS, negative work single support; PWDS2, positive work terminal double support; NWDS2, negative work terminal double support; TotPW, total positive work through entire stance; TotNW, total negative work through entire stance.
Initial double support corresponds to early stance loading. Terminal double support
 corresponds to push-off.
* Significant vs healthy control, $p<0.05$
†Significant pain-free vs pain state, $p<0.05$
### Table 1
Group characteristics for healthy controls and peripheral arterial disease patients. Only age was significantly different.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Healthy Controls (n=16) mean(SD)</th>
<th>PAD (n=16) mean(SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (yr)</strong></td>
<td>52.4 (13.1)*</td>
<td>61.6 (8.4)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height (cm)</strong></td>
<td>172.6 (8.3)</td>
<td>172.1 (7.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight (kg)</strong></td>
<td>82.4 (23.0)</td>
<td>88.6 (18.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Velocity (m/s) (Pain-Free)</strong></td>
<td>1.15 (0.21)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Velocity (m/s) (Pain)</strong></td>
<td>1.07 (0.21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ankle-Brachial Index</strong></td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.54 (0.28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at *p*<0.05
Table 2

Results for external work performed by each leg in unilaterally affected peripheral arterial disease (PAD) patients as well as the right leg for sixteen healthy controls ambulating at similar velocity. Values are normalized to body mass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthy Control (n=16)</th>
<th>Unaffected Leg (n=16)</th>
<th>Affected Leg (n=16)</th>
<th>Unaffected Leg (n=16)</th>
<th>Affected Leg (n=16)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PWDS1 0.0086 ± 0.0054</td>
<td>0.0078 ± 0.0057</td>
<td>0.0086 ± 0.0050</td>
<td>0.0099 ± 0.0076</td>
<td>0.0156 ± 0.0169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWDS1 −0.1537 ± 0.0648</td>
<td>−0.1406 ± 0.0573b</td>
<td>−0.1303 ± 0.0465</td>
<td>−0.1814 ± 0.0797b</td>
<td>−0.1317 ± 0.0684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWSS 0.1332 ± 0.0627</td>
<td>0.1159 ± 0.0827</td>
<td>0.1056 ± 0.0661</td>
<td>0.1337 ± 0.0962</td>
<td>0.1170 ± 0.0659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWSS −0.1698 ± 0.0538</td>
<td>−0.1435 ± 0.0627</td>
<td>−0.1440 ± 0.0837a</td>
<td>−0.1524 ± 0.0858</td>
<td>−0.1156 ± 0.0960a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWDS2 0.2367 ± 0.0642</td>
<td>0.1790 ± 0.0503*</td>
<td>0.1607 ± 0.0564*a</td>
<td>0.1848 ± 0.0743</td>
<td>0.1336 ± 0.0649*a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWDS2 −0.0099 ± 0.0116</td>
<td>−0.0160 ± 0.0108</td>
<td>−0.0190 ± 0.0141</td>
<td>−0.0192 ± 0.0119*</td>
<td>−0.0208 ± 0.0136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotPW 0.3785 ± 0.0796</td>
<td>0.3027 ± 0.1109</td>
<td>0.2749 ± 0.0870*</td>
<td>0.3284 ± 0.1446</td>
<td>0.2662 ± 0.0822*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotNW −0.3334 ± 0.0815</td>
<td>−0.3001 ± 0.0952b</td>
<td>−0.2933 ± 0.1069b</td>
<td>−0.3530 ± 0.1420b</td>
<td>−0.2682 ± 0.1371</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Units = W*s/kg

PWDS1, positive work initial double support; NWDS1, negative work initial double support; PWSS, positive work single support; NWSS, negative work single support; PWDS2, positive work terminal double support; NWDS2, negative work terminal double support; TotPW, total positive work through stance; TotNW, total negative work through stance.

Initial double support corresponds to early stance loading for lead leg. Terminal double support corresponds to push-off for trailing leg.

* Significant difference from healthy control (p<0.05)

a Significant difference affected leg pain-free vs. pain states (p<0.05)

b Significant difference unaffected leg pain-free vs. pain states (p<0.05)